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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces a sports day for programming, a one-day

workshop, that includes ideation, design, implementation, peer

review, and a Eurovision style finale. It is a summative assessment

introduced to an introductory programming course for the degree

Creative Technology.
While the course includes both formative and summative assess-

ment in tutorials as is common programming courses, both students

and teaching team felt that students lacked programming experi-

ence to be properly prepared for their final project. Rather than

adding another assessment or projects, we developed the sports day.

The term sports day stresses the competitive element, the team as-

pect, and also that it includes different disciplines, namely ideation,

design, implementation, code review and presentation.

This paper explains how this setup was developed to suit the

educational philosophy of the degree, how it is implemented, and

reports on experiences and evaluations of this annual event.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Social and professional topics → Computational science
and engineering education; • Software and its engineering
→ Programming teams; • Applied computing → Collaborative
learning.

KEYWORDS
Tinkering, programming education, alternative assessment, work-

shop
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1 INTRODUCTION
Our university offers an IT-based design programme called Creative

Technology (CreaTe), which positions itself between Computer

Science and Electrical Engineering. In this bachelor programme,

students learn how to employ the latest technology to develop inter-

active systems in contexts such as health, entertainment, work or
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environment. To achieve this goal knowledge, interest and skills in

design, culture, human-centred problem solving, art and creativity

are relevant, next to sound technical knowledge.

The program attracts a very diverse student population. Many

students have little STEM background, more than 35% are female, a

significant number is international. While we embrace the diversity

for the originality and quality of the results our students deliver, it

also means that the variability of prior knowledge of mathematics,

informatics and electrical engineering is huge.

A distinguishing characteristic of CreaTe is the central role of

tinkering as a means to master the material [7, 8]. By tinkering,

we understand a self-directed, playful exploration of material. This

educational innovation emphasises ownership and motivation. The

focal point of learning programming is the tutorials, where students

work on their projects, supported by a team of teaching assistants

and lecturers.

From the beginning, students define their own design projects,

while they are required to use concepts covered in the course. The

student fully owns the problem; there is no example solution that

students can work towards or that teaching assistants can refer

to. Instead, the students have to demonstrate understanding and

correct application of given programming concepts (e.g. classes

or arrays), proper software design (e.g. encapsulation and event

handling) as well as sufficient complexity and interactivity.

This paper discusses a novel assessment, which was introduced

to the programming component of the first module We Create Iden-
tity of the programme CreaTe.We refer to this component as P4WCI.

After completion of the course P4WCI in 2016 it was noted that

students lack practice in programming. It was suggested to add

another assessment before the final project. This led to the idea of

a one-day workshop called Sports Day. This name was chosen in

favour of the alternative “hackathon” which has the connotation

that the main purpose of the workshop would be to hack a solution;

which is something we do not want the student to do.

The term sports day stresses the competitive element, the team as-

pect, and also that it includes different disciplines, namely ideation,

design, implementation, code review and presentation. This name

was also chosen, because the way teams are assigned a topic is

similar to the way topics are assigned in theatre sports.
This paper reports on experiences from running the sports day

for three consecutive years. In 2019 we conducted a survey about

the effectiveness of the sports day the day after the event, in addition

to the usual student experience surveys.

This paper will present related work in Section 2. The educa-

tional context will described in Section 3, where as the design and

implementation, observations, and evaluation will be discussed in

Section 4, 5, and 6, respectively. Section 7 concludes with a discus-

sion of further development of the sports day, and challenges posed

by measures taken in response to COVID-19.
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2 RELATEDWORK
Intensive workshops that involve collaborative programming are

commonly referred to as hackathon. Although we intentionally are

not referring to our workshop as a hackathon, most related work

does use this term.

Komssi et al characterised hackathons as continuous events “in

small groups produce a working software prototype in a limited

amount of time” [3]. They often centre around a common theme

of technology but may have different purposes such as network-

ing, popularising a technology, or prototyping for a social cause.

The main target group of hackathon considered by this paper are

existing developers. Briscoe and Mulligan [1] define hackathons

as problem-focused event or events for pitching and presenting

prototypes. They describe them as a phenomenon that emerged out

of communities of developers that wanted to work and share initial

concepts and ideas. Similar developer or industry-driven events

were studied by Trainer et al. [12], who investigated the benefits of

co-location for building social networks.

Warner and Gua introduce hackathons as student-led events

“without faculty supervision” [13]. They investigated factors for

participation and perception by attendees afterwards. Among their

findings was that the motivation for attendance was mostly social

and that participants perceived the experience as more authentic

than a classroom setting. Lara et al. reported on a similar peer-led

event [4]. Sakhumuzi and Emmanuel reported that participants

in hackathons in undergrad education found they helped them to

solidify their skills as well as their academic results [10].

Many hackathons are conceived as events for informal learning,

for example, to stimulate and maintain interest in computer science

[9]. Gama et al [2] describe how to embed a hackathon as situated

learning part in formal learning, namely as part of a summative

assessment. For an undergrad IoT course, they included a 24-hour

hackathon for the final project.

The work in this paper describes an event that is comparatively

short – one day at a university – the participation is not voluntary

or self-selected, group formation is managed, assistance by the

teaching team is present, and it is used as a summative assessment.

Aspects the sports day has in common with other hackathons is

that it provides a situated learning experience that is co-located,

includes ideation and pitching, and the sharing and presentation

of prototype. The next section describes more of the context that

influenced the design of the sports day.

3 CONTEXT
3.1 Programming Course
The University of Twente developed and implemented in 2010 the

Twentse Onderwijs Model (TOM) which seeks an interdisciplinary

approach in its teaching. The first two years of all bachelor degrees

have 8 modules, worth 15 EC each. A module typically covers

multiple subjects called components. Each component aligns with

the other components and contributes to the overall theme of the

module. The first module of CreaTe is calledWe Create Identity, and
runs for 10 weeks from September to November. This paper refers

to the programming component of the first module as P4WCI .
P4WCI has lectures and tutorials for five consecutive weeks; on

average 4 hours of lectures and 4 hours of tutorials. These five

weeks are followed by a written exam and a final programming

project later in the module.

The course P4WCI is an introductory programming course, aimed

at students with a broad range of prior experience. It has no entry

requirements, in line with the CreaTe programme as a whole. Of

all students from a Dutch secondary school, only 65% had a science

and technology profile. For our Computer Science and Electrical

Engineering bachelors, this share is 93% and 97%, respectively. From

2014 to 2018, 35% of all enrolments were female students. This com-

pares to 10% in informatics, and 8% in the electrical engineering

degree at our university
1
.

While we embrace the diversity for the originality and quality

of the results our students deliver, it also poses a challenge for us.

It has to accommodate a sizeable group of students who have prior

programming experience, for example from high school, or those

who switched degrees. In a 2019 questionnaire among first-year

students of the algorithms course, which was completed by 46 of

the 107 students, 39% reported that they had never, and 30% that

they had rarely programmed before entering the degree.

The language taught in P4WCI is Processing, a derivative of
Java for electronic art, new media, and visual design. It is a good

fit for our degree as its philosophy (as exemplified by a thriving

community) is very close to the design philosophy of CreaTe. It

prepares the ground for teaching more generic languages, such as

Java and C++, as well as for languages used in physical computing,

such as the Arduino sketch language. At the end of the program-

ming component P4WCI the students should have gained basic

skills in programming, covering (among other things) instructions,

variables, types, control structures, methods, classes and arrays.

The sports day was introduced together with a few other mea-

sures to stress the importance of design. In addition to lectures on

programming concepts, P4WCI devotes special attention to mod-

elling and patterns. For modelling, we introduce various types of

diagrams. While this is related to types known from UML, the focus

is on using these types of models in informal discussions with peers

and the teaching team. Concerning program structure, we cover

how to compose objects by association, aggregation, and introduce

a basic pattern that separates event handling, control, and visuali-

sation. This pattern is tailored to the constraints imposed by the

Processing language. The lectures and exercises on design are

partly meant to prepare for the sports day. The sports day is meant

to reinforce those topics.

3.2 Tinkering
As mentioned previously, programming in the CreaTe degree em-

ploys Tinkering as an educational method. Central is an iterative

process in which the student explores a given toolbox by a series of

experiments and interpretations of the results of the experiments.

This process is guided by serendipity rather than structure [6].

While the toolbox is thought of as being physical, the same prin-

ciples can also be applied in programming education. In that case,

the toolbox contains programming concepts, idioms and patterns

as materials to tinker with. The teachers’ goal is that the students

1
Enrolment figures are based on data provided by Platform Talent voor Technologie

https://ptvt.nl/ruwe-data/
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get familiar with the toolbox and learns to apply it, as well as train-

ing their creativity. The implementation of tinkering in computer

science and engineering education is described in [8].

All summative programming assignments in this course start

with a student-defined project and give at most a loosely defined

idea. During the tutorial, students work on set exercises as in most

introductory programming courses, but they also have to start

in Week 1 on their own interactive animation. The students are

free to define whatever creature they want; popular are stylised

animals, food items, robots, monsters, or means of transportation.

Every week students have to incorporate what they have learned

to achieve a more interesting animation. In the first week they use

the graphics primitives to draw a creature, in the following week

they will add interaction, simple physics, and end up with an array

of creatures that interact with another or the user.

The sports day is planned after the conclusion of all tutorials, but

a week before the final project is due. This means we can assume

that all content of the course has been covered before, this means

that students have been introduced to all components of the toolbox.

4 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
During the evaluation ofmodule 1 in 2016, it was noted that students

lack practice in programming, which left some students unprepared

for the final programming project. Furthermore, some students

expressed surprise during the oral exam about certain criteria in

the rubric, especially those related to design. This, while the rubric

is discussed during lectures, used in the tutorials, and is, of course,

included in the description for the final project. We also noticed

that while most students were able to produce programs that solve

a given problem, it was often lacking in design. Furthermore, we

felt that student would learn from sharing programs with other

students, in the spirit of a community of learners [5].

The idea was to add another assessment, foremost to prepare the

student for the final project, with the following aims: (1) increase

programming experience (2) introduce explicit design (3) exposure

to the rubric. This led a workshop to be scheduled between the

end of the lectures, but before the final programming project. The

choice for a workshop was guided by two considerations. First, it

should not add too much time to the current schedule, and second

that it should prepare the students for the final project, but not

compete with it. This was a reason to choose a new format, instead

of a second final project or additional exercises during the tutorials.

The sports day was designed to include: (1) random topic selec-

tion and team formation (2) an ideation phase with an emphasis

on design (3) programming collaboratively and collocated (4) peer

reviews using the course rubric (5) a competition element.

For the competition element, but also practical reasons, we or-

ganised the sports day for four different “houses”. Each house will

send two teams to the finals, but more importantly, each house

has at least two dedicated teaching assistants who help, advise and

guide the teams.

The schedule for the sports day is given in Table 1. The following

will elaborate on the key elements.

Team Formation and Topic Selection. The day starts at 8:55 in the

morning when students will be assigned to teams of four or three.

Once students arrive they have to register their attendance online.

Time Activity

8:45 to 8:55 Arrival and Registration

8:55 to 9:00 Team Formation and Topic Selection

9:00 to 10:30 Ideation and Design.

10:30 to 11:00 Pitch

11:00 to 12:30 Implementation

13:45 to14:00 First peer review

14:00 to 15:30 Implementation

15:30 to 16:00 Final Review and Evaluation

16:15 to 16:45 Finalist Presentation

16:45 to 17:00 Voting

17:00 to 17:30 Awards ceremony

Table 1: Schedule for the sports day

Students will be assigned to teams based on the order in which

they register, meaning that students who register at about the same

time are unlikely to be in the same group. The aim is to mix the

teams, and also cater for students who are new to the region, and

who may not have quite the social network that other students

have. Students themselves perceive the assignment as a random

assignment.

Each team gets a randomly assigned topic, which is a triple of a

subject, and an activity and an object. This is inspired by a common

game in theatre sports, were the audience is asked to suggest two

people and a relationship. We prepare accordingly three buckets,

and each team has to pull one lot from each. A topic could for

example be the triple Isaac Newton, scuba diving, and hotdog. The
students are free to interpret this in any way they want. The list of

potential topics is given in Table 2.

In the three years that the sports day has been running, we had

85 teams, and only one team asked for a second draw since they

found the topics from their first draw too hard.

Ideation and Design. The first 1.5 hours are dedicated to develop-
ing a concept and an initial design. Each team gets two A0 pieces

of paper; one for the concept, and one for the design.

At the end of this phase, each team presents their concept and

design as a short pitch to the other teams in their house, while the

other students and the teaching assistants give feedback. The two

sheets of A0 are the only visual aids they can use.

Implementation and First Peer review. For the next 1.5 to 2 hours

students can implement their concept. At the end, one student

of each team has to show their code to three students from other

teams. The three reviewers, from different groups, have to complete

one evaluation form, which follows the programming rubric in an

abridged format. This means that the reviewers have to discuss and

agree on the evaluation and appropriate feedback. The teaching

assistants supervise this process.

Table 3 shows the the evaluation form. It is a simplified version

of the programming rubric and includes suggested questions to

be asked when completing the form. The criteria in this rubric

differ from the criteria discussed in [11]. First, it includes a criterion

“semantics”. This covers mistakes may not be functionally incorrect

but indicate a lack of understanding of the semantics. This may
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S
u
b
j
e
c
t Abraham Lincoln, astronaut, baker, barkeeper, beautician,

blacksmith, boxer, captain, clown, cook, delivery messenger,

dentist, disc jockey, doctor, Elvis, farmer, fireman, hairdresser,

head of state, hunter, ice-cream vendor, Isaac Newton, judge,

little red riding hood, Marilyn Monroe, mathematician, me-

teorologist, mickey mouse, minister of defence, Mona Lisa,

mountaineer, nurse, pirate, plumber, princess, puppeteer,

Santa Claus, swimming pool attendant, taxi driver, tree hug-

ger

A
c
t
i
v
i
t
y

avoiding, baking, biking, biting, building, catching, chasing,

chopping, climbing, dancing, doing yoga, drinking, eating,

filming, floating, flying, guitar playing, hitting, hugging, ice

skating, juggling, kicking, launching, lifting, opening, paint-

ing, parachuting, pollinating, scaring, scuba diving, shav-

ing, singing, skateboarding, smelling, smiling, snowboarding,

swirling, tickling, washing, watching

O
b
j
e
c
t balloon, banana, blender, boat, bunny, cactus, chair, coffee

cup, cucumber, eggplant, eyebrow, ferrets, fidget spinner,

fridge, goat, hair, horse cart, hotdog, hurricane, island, jack-

o-lantern, magic wand, money, moon, oak tree, panda, pa-

prika (bell pepper), penguin, piano, pineapple, puppets, rock-

ets, roses, spark plug, squirrel, teddy, toaster, tomato, whale,

wheelbarrow

Table 2: List of topics. Every group draws one topic from
each category

include Boolean conditions that are trivially true, or habitually

calling setters on newly created objects, instead of defining a proper

constructor. Second, the criteria Appearance and Interactivity have

been added since the aim of Processing programs is almost always

to create interactive animations.

Implementation and Second Peer Review and Final Evaluation. The
next 1.5 to 2 hours have the same structure as the previous block;

students have time to implement their program and to incorporate

peer feedback. In the end, their program will be subject to a second

code review by the same peers. This review contributes to the final

grade, and is supervised by the TAs. The TAs will also complete an

evaluation form similar to the one in Table 3. They also nominate

candidates for the Best Software Design award.

Finals and Award Ceremony. Based on the evaluation of the peers

and teaching assistants, each house will have a winner and runner-

up. They go to the finals for Best Program Overall. At the same time,

students vote on the Most Creative Concept, a category in which

all teams can participate. The lecturers chose from the nominated

team the winner in the Best Software Design category.

The finals are a plenary session in which the finalists can present

their program onscreen. At the end of the finals, the other students

and the teaching assistants vote on the Best Program Overall, Euro-
vision style. This means the students vote counts as audience vote,

and the teaching assistants vote like juries. The votes by the jury

will be given one by one, followed by a reveal of the audience vote,

such that only at the very end it becomes apparent who won Best
Program Overall. Figure 1 shows an example of a leader board at

Documen-

tation

Does the program have sufficient comments? Not

too many, not too little? A good header, with suffi-

cient information?

Style Do the variable names make sense? Is the code

readable? Does the layout stress how the code is

structured?

Structure Is it clear what the different classes and objects

represent? Is it clear who is responsible for what?

Is it obvious how mouse and keyboard events are

handled? What their effects are?

Semantics Does the code contain code that doesn’t make

sense? Does it use the correct types? Does it use

loops, arrays, constructors and methods correctly?

Functionality Does the programwork? Even if you click onweird

buttons or keys. Does it have bugs or glitches?

Appearance Does the animation look good? Even small details?

Interactivity Is the animation interactive? Is the interaction

meaningful? Intuitive? Fun?

Table 3: Evaluation form used for peer review. To be graded
as “Not OK”, “OK”, “Quite good actually”, and “Great” with
space for additional comments.

the end of voting. The day concludes at 17:30 with presenting the

winners of the different categories with a token of appreciation.

Despite the overall festive atmosphere during the final presenta-

tions, the sports day is a summative assessment. It contributes with

only 10% to the final mark of the programming component P4WCI .
The grade for the sports day is based for 20% on participation, and

for 80% on the evaluation by teaching assistants and peers. Students

may earn a bonus up to 10% for winning an awards category, i.e.

1% of the overall mark for the course.

5 OBSERVATIONS
The sports days have been run for 3 years now, and it is possible to

make a few observations.

Situated Learning. The sports day facilitates Situated Learning

in a setting where teams are co-located and engage in an authentic

activity. Supervision is present in the form of teaching assistants.

They are most of the time considered part of the “house”, thus part

of the learning community as described in [5].

Co-location. Different years saw different settings for the sports

day; one year almost all groups and activities fitted into one room,

another year houses had separate rooms, with other rooms for the

plenary components. For the success of the day, it does not seem

to matter much, but despite some organisational overhead, the

teaching assistants expressed a preference to have separate rooms

for the houses.

Paper. While it would have been possible to assign the topics

electronically, and have the student design their programs on a

computer, there it was a conscious choice to use paper instead.

Calling out the teams to draw a paper lots was an effective

way to gather the team, make them cooperate on the first task,

and usher them to their place, which could be in a different room.
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Figure 1: Final leader board of 2019.

Also, the large piece of paper with markers invited discussions and

concurrent work on a single artefact. It focused the group on the

task at hand and made them discuss design rather than start coding.

While anecdotal, the experience suggests the benefits of paper over

computers when working collaboratively on software design.

Design. Surprising was both the effort that went into the ideation,
often with elaborate drawings or storyboards. Also, the software

design was usually of good quality. Common was a visualisation

that focused on the classes structure, as well as class diagrams,

message sequence diagrams, or call graphs. While students were

free to interpret the topic they received in any way, it emerged that

the vast majority of teams arrived at some type of game. Figure 2

shows the design for a team that developed during the day a game

involving a skateboarding delivery messenger and a whale.

Timing. As indicated by the schedule in Table 1 the timing is

very tight. This starts with the arrival, but with few exceptions, all

participants arrived on time. The few exceptions had legitimate

trouble with public transport but could be accommodated once

contacted the teaching team before the official start.

For all other parts, it was essential to automate as much as possi-

ble, especially the various evaluation forms. With the help of online

forms and linked spreadsheet, all evaluations were automated, in-

cluding the leader board in Figure 1. The only semi-manual part

contained checking the results for soundness and revealing the

results one by one during the finals.

Participation. The participation in the sports day is high. In 2019,

98% of all active students participated. This is comparable to at-

tendance in other summative assessments, like the written exam.

Of the 119 students that participated in the sports day, 94% par-

ticipated until the end, the awards ceremony. This may be in part

since attendance counted for a small part towards the mark, in

part because all teams, even those not in the final, could compete

in the category Most Creative Concept, but mostly due to the very

engaging atmosphere during the day.

6 EVALUATION
In 2017 and 2018 the sports days was not separately evaluated but in

conjunction with all parts of the module. The few comments on the

sports days were positive, such as that they “(...) did not understand

the concept before the exam and was hard but after the sports day

because of the cooperation with other students, I was able to grasp

concepts and do better for my programming final project.” This

Figure 2: Example of a design of concept and structure.

was very encouraging and supported the observations made by the

teaching team.

In 2019 we conducted a survey the day after the sports day. It

asks participants to respond on a Likert Scale with four options

from “agree” to “disagree” to the following six statements:

S1 The sports day helped me to gain more programming prac-

tice

S2 The sports day helped me to better understand how to design

programs

S3 The sports day helped me to better understand the criteria

that will be used for marking programs

S4 The programming sports day helpedmewith the final project

S5 Programming in a group was a positive experience

S6 The sports day overall was a positive experience

Furthermore, it included a multiple-choice question, asking stu-

dents to identify their favourite part, and one open question for

suggestions and comments.

Within a day 51 students responded to the survey. The results

in Figure 3 shows that the sports day was received positively. Con-

cerning the two main aims, 84% of the students agreed or somewhat

agreed with the statement that they gain more experience (s1), and
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Figure 3: Responses to statements S1 to S6.

74% agreed or somewhat agreed with the statement that it helped

them to design programs (S2). Concerning the final project, 62%

agreed or somewhat agreed that it helped them to better under-

stand the marking criteria (S3), and 57% that it helped with the final

project (S4). Those are the least positive results. Finally, program-

ming in a group (S5) and the sports day overall (S6) was a positive

experience, 68% and 82% agreed respectively. Asked about the most

positive part, 72% answered programming in a group, 0% chose the

review by the teaching assistants (Figure 4).

The open question was answered by 23 students. Nine comments

referred to the shortage of time. This is similar to observations in

[12] that at the end of a hackathon many tasks are incomplete.

Seven students commented on unclear communication, especially

concerning timing and deadlines. Despite handouts and an intro-

ductory presentation, it is a challenge to keep track of time and to

ensure that the assistants in different rooms make timely reminders.

Four students commented on the team, mainly that it was unbal-

anced. It was suggested to spread good students more evenly. The

part that was mentioned most frequently was the final; mostly the

time for setting up, switching and jury voting.

7 CONCLUSION
This paper presented a variant of a hackathon, called sports day, as
an effective way to better prepare students for their final project. It

lasts only one day in the academic calendar, is a small part of the

summative assessment, and includes supervision and assistance by

the teaching team. In those respects, it differs frommost hackathons

that are used in undergrad teaching, which are usually student-run

events with voluntary attendance, that take at least 24 hours.

The topic selection is reminiscent of theatre sports and improv
theatre fits well with tinkering as an educational method. Even

though it is a competition, it does not set a fixed problem that needs

to be solved but gives the freedom you would expect from a degree

called Creative Technology. Despite the freedom, it achieved its

main aim, namely to provide students with more programming

experience, and a better understanding of design.

We will be working on further developing the concept and im-

plementation, particularly putting even more emphasis on design,

and streamlining the final to give more time for programming.

The future development of the sports day is however also in-

fluenced by the current measure that the university has taken in

response to Covid-19. At the time of writing, it appears that the

Figure 4: Responses to the question of what their favourite
part was. “Review by TAs” received 0% and has no pie slice.

next sports day will be mostly an online event. We will have to

investigate which platform is best suited to achieve a working envi-

ronment that is comparable to co-location in a room. It is doubtful

if we can maintain 94% participation until the finals if students

are not in a single room, but at home with other distractions. We

will also have to find alternatives for parts that are intentionally

analog, like designing on paper. Other parts are easy to translate to

an online setting, as we use online tools already.
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